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The Declaration of Helsinki is recognised
worldwide as a cornerstone of research
ethics. Working in the wake of the Nazi
doctors’ trials at Nuremberg, drafters of
the Declaration set out to codify the
obligations of physician-researchers to
research participants. Its significance cannot be overstated. Indeed, it is cited in
most major guidelines on research involving humans and in the regulations of
over a dozen countries.
Although it has undergone five revisions,1 and most recently incorporated
(albeit controversial) language aimed at
addressing concerns over research carried
out in resource-poor countries,2–5 the
Declaration could go much farther in
addressing the profoundly altered landscape of research with humans. Research
involving humans is now a global enterprise and often involves participants from
resource-poor countries. Rather than being
carried out at single institutions by veteran
researchers, many studies are now conducted at many locations—including sites
that are not academic medical centres—by
new and relatively inexperienced investigators. A growing number of projects involve
novel agents, based on innovative work in
genomics and proteomics. Increasingly,
research is sponsored by the for-profit
sector. National governments and professional organisations around the globe
provide laws, regulations and standards
for the conduct of research involving
humans. Considerable scholarship also
critiques and guides this endeavour.
In light of the current effort of the
World Medical Association (WMA) to
revise the Declaration, we offer ideas on
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how to re-conceive the concept of ‘‘vulnerability’’ and its links with the principle
of justice and, in turn, redirect the
attention of researchers towards those
who might be so designated.
In the research context, ‘‘vulnerability’’
is associated with an inability partly or
totally to protect one’s own interests.
Typically, conceptions of vulnerability
centre upon characteristics associated
with particular groups (such as children,
prisoners, indigenous people, those who
are ill and the poor) that threaten the
capacity to give free and informed consent. Even those critical of the emphasis
upon groups see the diminished capacity
for consent as the crux of what makes
persons vulnerable.6 This focus on groups
can, however, divert attention from features of the wider context surrounding
research that can create or perpetuate
vulnerability and put participants in
harm’s way. Moreover, even those who
understand and freely consent can face
harm. Vulnerability, indeed, can arise
from such factors as insufficient intellectual
capacity, education, economic resources,
access to healthcare and poor health status.
It can also emerge from one’s legal status or
sociocultural mores when they reduce one’s
relative power. It is also true, however, that
institutions and other research settings that
lack sufficient structures or resources to
manage research create vulnerability for
research participants and the communities
from
which
they
are
recruited.
Vulnerability is also associated with particular kinds of research. As Levine et al7
point out, research projects that involve
‘‘initial experiences of translating new
scientific advances into humans’’, or that
pose ‘‘a known or credible risk of significant
harm [without] an offsetting direct medical
benefit’’ are among those that can make
individuals vulnerable. A thoughtful revision of the Declaration would expand the
conception of vulnerability according to
this broader conception.
Moreover, in this contemporary era of
research, it is essential that codes of ethics,
especially those with the clout carried by
the Declaration of Helsinki, move beyond
merely protectionist thinking. Fair access to

research participation should be addressed
more explicitly. In particular, the
Declaration should call for researchers
actively to plan for and recruit women and
other historically understudied groups for
research and to note that in order to achieve
this goal, they must work to remove barriers
to their participation, including, for example, restrictions relating to childbearing
potential or work obligations.
Finally, concern for the vulnerable and
ultimately the ideal of justice call for more
robust and, perhaps even innovative,
decision-making processes to guide the
conduct of research. The still-operative
assumption that researchers are active
agents and those who enroll in research
are passive participants undermines the
moral agency of the latter in research
relationships, typically by excluding them
from the design of research agendas and
questions and from the process of ethical
review. Similarly, entrenched assumptions
regarding
what
constitutes
‘‘research expertise’’ and/or ‘‘scientific
literacy’’ have contributed to research
design and decision-making processes that
exclude the contributions of lay persons,
especially those with diminished social or
economic power. Lay contributors, however, offer unique and valuable perspectives regarding the research questions
themselves, the values involved and what,
more broadly, is at stake in a proposed
project, as well as the benefits that may
be derived from the research. Excluding
such perspectives can lead to serious, and
indeed fatal, inattention to the health
problems that plague them. The new
Declaration should speak to the ethical
significance of their inclusion.
Research ethics committees typically
are expected to balance risks to the
individual or community participants
against the potential benefits to participants and to society at large. Whether by
virtue of research regulations or their
mandate within a local institutional context, however, most research ethics committees are not positioned to assess
comprehensively the long-term implications for public policy or other potential
risks to society. This is a source of great
concern for populations who are in situations of vulnerability. Such groups might,
for example, be stigmatised or face
(greater) discrimination as a result of a
particular research project or programme
of research. The WMA could call for
broadening the scope of ethical review
by proposing the development of a novel
mechanism for the explicit consideration
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extent possible, to strive to reduce barriers
to the participation of historically understudied groups and (4) apply, in the
ethical review process, special scrutiny to
the particular kinds of research studies
described above. Whereas the WMA may
not find itself able to include a provision
calling for the greater inclusion of representatives from the lay community in the
development of research agendas and the
process of ethical review, we strongly
encourage them to use their power to
compel the research community to consider such a change. Similarly, we hope
that the WMA will call for broadening the
scope of ethical review by proposing the
development of a novel mechanism for
the explicit consideration of the long-term
implications for public policy that may be
posed by research.
As Lederer9 has argued, the profit
motive has, in the past, had a corrosive
effect on the Declaration of Helsinki by
weakening stated obligations to those in
situations of vulnerability (in an earlier
era, children and prisoners). This same
profit-driven tendency to tarnish ethical
ideals has rightly caused concern over the
Declaration’s
provisions
regarding
research carried out in resource-poor
countries. Our second great hope, then,
is that the forthcoming document will
reflect a diminishing influence of profit
motives on the ethical ideals of research
involving humans and on the vulnerability of research subjects.
Our third and final great hope is that
the next revision of the Declaration of
Helsinki will not only explicitly address
researchers and research ethics committees, but will extend the scope of responsibility for ethical research to industry
leaders, elected officials and research
funders, because they too play a role in
ensuring that research endeavours do not
create or perpetuate vulnerabilities, particularly inequalities in health or relations
of power. For example, sponsors may
have special obligations in international

research studies to ensure the availability
of healthcare services that are essential to
the safe conduct of the research, to
provide treatment for participants who
suffer injury as a consequence of research
interventions and to strengthen resourcepoor countries’ capacities to design, conduct and review biomedical research. The
details of the arrangements should be
specified in the consent process, documented and agreed upon by the sponsor,
officials of the host country, representatives of the institution where the research
will be conducted, other interested parties
such as ministries of health and, when
appropriate, the community from which
research participants are to be recruited.
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of the long-term implications for public
policy that may be posed by research.8
The narrowly defined scope of research
ethics committees’ decision-making raises
at least one other major concern of justice.
Research ethics committees do not have
the authority to require programmes of
research or a series of research projects.
This poses problems for groups who have
historically been understudied. For example, although recruitment may be justifiably limited in a particular study, that
study’s results may justify expanding the
recruitment population in a subsequent
study. Research ethics committees cannot, however, require the subsequent
studies. This, then, could serve to perpetuate inequalities and, in particular,
health disparities. Here too, justice calls
for exploring new ethical oversight
mechanisms and a commitment on the
part of funders to supporting research
that takes equality in public health far
more seriously.
It is our first great hope that the current
efforts of the WMA to revise the
Declaration of Helsinki will invoke a
broader conception of vulnerability that
recognises both individual and contextual
factors that impede the protection of
one’s own interests and that exclude some
persons from crucial decision-making processes, thereby leaving important ethical
questions unconsidered. More specifically,
we call upon the WMA to include
provisions in the revised Declaration that:
(1) ask researchers to resist stereotypes
and to make appropriate distinctions
among persons who are members of
groups deemed to be ‘‘vulnerable’’ and,
for example, assess individuals’ particular
capacities to give free and informed
consent; (2) compel researchers to identify
features of the research environment that
may make persons vulnerable, to mitigate
those features of the environment and to
implement appropriate protections for
participants against any remaining vulnerability; (3) invite researchers, to the

